
5 Lane Section 6 Lane Section 4 Lane Section
(Existing Condition) (Current Proposal) (Median, bike lanes and sidewalk)

Vehicular Level of Service The current level of service at the Millbrook Intersection is level F All intersections would function at an acceptable LOS with a 6 
lane divided cross section.

Most intersections would not function at an acceptable LOS 
similar to existing condition cross section

Travel Time The typical capacity of a 4-lane urban section is 26,000 vpd. 80% 
of the Corridor is currently over-capacity.

The typical capacity of a 6-lane divided urban section is 50,000 
vpd. Only 20% the Corridor would be over-capacity by 2040.

The typical capacity of a 4-lane urban section is 26,000 vpd. 80% 
of the Corridor is currently over-capacity.

Safety Crashes along the Corridor are currently 2.8 times above the 
statewide average Installation of a median can reduce crashes as much as 21% Installation of a median can reduce crashes as much as 21%

Bike Infrastructure Currently None Buffered bike lanes provide space between cyclist and traffic, 
larger sidewalks accommodate children

Buffered bike lanes provide space between cyclist and traffic, 
larger sidewalks accommodate children

Pedestrian Infrastructure Sidewalks are narrow and close to the road, but are continuous 
along the entire Corridor except for one block

Wider sidewalks and street trees will create a more comfortable 
pedestrian experience

Wider sidewalks and street trees will create a more comfortable 
pedestrian experience

Transit Infrastructure Changing lane configurations make navigation for buses difficult, 
many stops but only a couple shelters

Simplified cross-section will make bus travel easier, section 
accommodates minimum space for future rail or BRT

Changing lane configurations make navigation for buses 
difficult, many stops but only a couple shelters

Aesthetics and Character Minimal space for improvement, existing aesthetic condition not 
rated very high by the public

Increased space for landscape allows for opportunity to plant 
street trees and roadside plantings

Increased space for landscape allows for street trees at the 
edges and center of median - fewer large trees in median

Edge Impact Little to no impact Major impact Moderate to major impact, less ROW required to be purchased

Connectivity Free flow connectivity makes access easy for cars but creates a 
chaotic environment for motorists and pedestrians

Medians and enhanced crosswalks create a predictable 
roadscape for motorist and pedestrians

Medians and enhanced crosswalks create a predictable 
roadscape for motorist and pedestrians

Real Estate Value No investment, properties will continue to develop at the 
current status quo Moderate investment, moderate to major return Moderate investment, moderate to major return

Business Accessibility Business access will not be impacted, perceptions of difficult 
right and left turns will continue

Business access will be organized allowing for businesses to be 
accessed by backstreet connection or at controlled intersection

Business access will be organized allowing for businesses to 
be accessed by backstreet connection or at controlled 

intersection

Cost Minimal Cost Moderate to Major Cost Moderate to Major Cost - less ROW required but edge 
treatments are still expensive
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